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the utterance response
method to pattern bribildrill11ll
BY JASON B ALTER

the utterance responseapproachresponse approach 1 did susan have time to wash the
represents an attempt to improve dishes almost she didnt quite
upon and go beyond the traditional finish washing them
or ordinary structural drill or pattern 2 did bill have time to write
drill utterance response drillsprodrills pro-
vide

the term paper he didnt quite
the quality of meaningful con-

text
finish writing it

and utilize natural realistic
language thereby acquainting the stu-
dent CONTENTSwith patterns in settings that
he can actually use outside the con-
fines

i

of the classroom the drills the utterance response method to
lreiregre most palatable both to student pattern drill
andend instructor by jason B alter page 1

this approachapproachisapproaches isis embodied in a set your gestures and mannerisms A

of materials that mr roy collier help or hindrance
mrs miho tanaka steinberg and I1 by alice C pack page 3
began to work on in the winter of part 11II A structural compari-

son1964 for use at the english language of english and tongan
institute of hawaii weuniversity by ermel J morton page 5
sought to use language and patterns teaching pattern practice with Athat were more natural and less language gamegakegawe
stilted or awkward intentionally
avoiding the overly formal the text by carlacariacar la weusthoffweustoffWeust off page 7

bookish and the prescriptive
3 did ruth have time to address the

jason B alter is assistant envelopes she didnt quite finish
professor of english in the addressing them
english language instituteuni 4 did dad have time to read the
versityhersity of hawaii in honolulu paper he didnt quite finish read-

ing it
here are some examples from an 5 did jack have time to figure

actual drill this is part of prac-
tice

his income tax he didnt quite
2 unit 8 one of two units that finish figuring itft

amphasizedrillsemphasize drills on cc ing03 and atodtoto the utterances are in black print
verbs following other verbs diethedle responses in brown this draws



2 IESLTESLlesl reporter

attention to the two pelson give utterance giving the proper response
ind take arrangement of the drills requires more than simple substitu-

tionall the responses are printed in in this era of lalargerge lecture
the text enabling the student to prac-
tice

courses the student spends a major
the correct responses at home portion of his time listening but may

this is in accord with the philosophy seldom have a chance to speak given
that we should be doing more teaching the foreign students reluctance to
and less testing in class the text ask questions in the classroom even
is seldom open except at the very truer in his nonnonellELI classes it is
introduction of the drill essential that buildwe his listenilistenalisteningall of the grammatical items at ability
issue are presented in the responses
not in the utterances italics and cues Eliminaeliminatestegtteirteft
arrowsarrons indicate these items in the utterance response drills have allfirst response in every regular but eliminated the need for artificialexercise in pattern testing exercises cues in effect the entire utterancethe first two responses are so marked is and naturala cue a one the studentin the drill in question both finish is never faced with the following typeand washing are italicized marked of drillby a single arrow

instructor whatever she serves isthis article is based upon mr
alter all right with me doess speech delivered at
the NAFSA conference in san student whatever she does is allfrancisco on may 3 1968 right with me
notice that the student has other instructor the children

things to worry about besides the
grammar points namely pronoun student whatever the children do
shifts in both subject and obiectobtect is all right with me

susan becomesbecomes is she and virtually never would the foreigndishes becomes them where-
ver student or any student be askedpossible we forced such changes outside the language classroom toto avoid monotony and to add a chall-
enge

engage in this sort of interchange
therefore why have the student prac-
ticethe merely toservesutterance something that he will never useelicit the in casesresponse many instead each utterance response

the utterance is a statement and
the response is a question the stu-
dent tenTERtesi REPORTERis thereby given ample oppor-
tunity to phrase questions in english A quarterly publication of the eng-

lisha feature that is sometimes neglected language institute and the BA-
TESL program of the church collegein several drills the utterance is a of hawaiihawali

statement and the response is also
a statement for example again from editor william D conway as-

sistantunit 8 professor of english and
TESLt19sl

utterance I1 hate to write letters
staff mrs alice pack assis-

tantresponse I1idantdontidont mind writing TESL
professor of english and

them articles relevant to teaching
english as a second lanianlangualangudgelanguagegudgege inthe goal is to give the student hawaii the south pacific and asiaexperience with all sorts of combi-

nations
may be submitted to the editor

rather than the hackneyed through box 127 the church college
questionn answer syndrome alone of hawaii laie hawaii 96762 ma-

nuscripts should be double spacedthe listening comprehension as-
pect

and typed not exceeding threeof the utterance response ap-
proach

pages
needs mention the varied deadline for the winter editor

nature of the drills challenges the is november 25 1968

student to listen carefully to the
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pair iiss arranged in the form of a
two line dialogue an utterance res
ponse version of the above would
go like this

U whats helen serving
R whatever she serves is all right

with me

U whatre the children doing
R whatever they do is all right

with me

this smacks more of communication
which is supposed to be the name
of the game

drillsthe utterance response are
thata part of the saturation process

should characterize the language
classroom the student should not
be given time to think in his own
language the nature of intensive
language activity suggested here
seems to indicate that communication
is indeed going on As the drilling on
a particular practice proceeds to its
later stages as the class seems to
be catching on the instructor begins
to probe and check on comprehen-
sion by asking impromptu questions
on various items in the drill these
questions are rapidly interspersed
with the actual drilling this pro-
cedure adds a spontaneospontaneonsspontaneousns quality
and forces the student to think about
the meaning of the utterance res
ponse pair more deeply




